
Darkroom Photography Tri 1
Each Trimester I will provide a list of darkroom projects. Students will have the opportunity to choose from the list 
to complete the required number of project for that trimester. These project will be in addition to our weekly digital 
projects. I have about ten 35mm cameras that are available for checkout on any given day. Once you have show me your 
plan for a darkroom project you may checkout a film camera and get a roll of film. 

Option 1:Elements of Design

Shoot Specifics
This is a photographic study of the design elements. You will need to choose one of the elements from below. Follow the 
specific directions according to the elements you choose 
Show me your project plan, then complete the paperwork to check out a camera and ask me for a roll of film.

Rhythm- Create an image that has a regular repeating occurrence of elements in the 
scene. Remember some variability can be a good thing. If the rhythm is too similar it may 
become boring.

Line- Photograph a scene that incorporates 
strong lines. This could include one or all of the 
following: outlines such as a silhouette, Contour 
lines that describe the shape of an object, expressive 
lines that capture movement and gesture or 
perspective lines that converge in the image 
frame. Look for uniform patterns that diminish 
in size as they recede in space.

Shape- Explore geometric verses organic shapes, use low light 
and long shadows to create a greater depth within the image.

Space- Explore positive space verses negative space; use a 
smaller aperture to create a greater depth of field.

Research 
Visit this website and “play” for 15 minutes: 
http://www.canonoutsideofauto.ca/play/

Visit this site: https://www.bhphotovideo.com/find/
canonLensPage/canonLensPage.jsp/focal-page

Scroll from top to bottom and click on each slider/button.



Option 2:Urban Decay

Shoot Specifics
Urban decay is the process whereby a previously functioning city, or part of a city, falls into disrepair. It’s essentially the 
art of capturing beautiful photographs of a subject that is inherently not beautiful. Show me your project plan, then 
complete the paperwork to check out a camera and ask me for a roll of film.

You will need to find an uncared for subject and create an image from a new and interesting perspective, highlighting 
the subject’s forgotten magnificence.  Important elements that you should take into 
consideration are: 

Composition, use compostional techniques 
discussed in class. Some examples of these 
include; framing, rule of thirds, leading lines, 
etc.

Lighting, specifically side lighting, to emphasize 
texture

Camera angle, use a creative camera angle or new perspective to help your image draw 
the viewer’s attention.

** When completing this assignment, you are to THINK first!  This means, you are to be safe.  There will be NO 
trespassing, illegal acts of any kind, and avoid any and all dangerous situations.  If you think of going somewhere that 
you cannot tell me about, then you should definitely not be going there.

Research 
Visit the following websites.
Eric Holubow: ebow.org - visit the “Gallery”
Dave Jordano: http://www.davejordano.com/  Visit his sectional titled “Detroit Unbroken Down”
Chris Payne: http://www.asylumbook.com/  Visit his section called “Asylum”
After looking at all three pick your favorite one and type one paragraph explaining what you like most about that artists 
work and why. Please type using 12 pt Helvetica font. Print it on the 8150 with your name on it and turn it in with your 
project plan.



Option 3:Motion

Shoot Specifics
Motion blur is the apparent streaking of rapidly moving objects in a still image or a sequence of images such as a movie 
or animation. It results when the image being recorded changes 
during the recording of a single exposure, either due to rapid 
movement or long exposure. For this project you will need to shoot 
both techniques. Show me your project plan, then complete the 
paperwork to check out a camera and ask me for a roll of film.

Blurred Subject: You need to communicate to the viewer that 
your subject is moving quickly. To accomplish this, you would use 
a slow shutter speed. (It’s also important to use a tripod. That way, 
your camera remains steady.) 
Keep the background in focus 
while the subject is in motion 
creating a blur effect. You’ll often see this 
technique used in nighttime photographs 
with car headlights cutting through 
the image.

Blurred Background With Subject In Focus: This second 
technique keeps your photograph’s subject in sharp focus while the background is 
blurred. Similar to the first method, you need to use a slow shutter speed. However, 
instead of using a tripod, you’ll be panning your camera along the directional 

path of your subject. 
Panning requires that 
you move your camera 
with your subject. 
Specifically, you’ll be 
matching your subject’s 
rate of movement and 
the direction in which 
it is traveling.

Research 
Go online and search for motion photographers. Find your favorite photographer and write 1-2 paragraphs about what 
you like about their work. At the bottom paste the link to their website. Please type using 12 pt Helvetica font. Print it 
on the 8150 with your name on it and turn it in with your project plan.



Option 4:Alternative Process

Shoot Specifics
Double printing, sandwiching negatives, and multiple exposures are 
all alternative photographic techniques used to combine multiple 
images into one final photograph. By combining multiple images, we 
can create unusual and interesting photographs that play with and 
amuse our audience by changing the interpretation or mood of each 
individual image.  
For this project you will need to shoot for one of the techniques listed 
above, but you will need multiple images to create your final project. 
Show me your project plan, then complete the paperwork to check 
out a camera and ask me for a roll of film.

The whole is greater than the sum of its parts... Create a surreal image in which 
a story or message is the focus. These alternative process techniques take 
take extra time and lots of extra 
planning. This is not the kind of 
project you can just “wing it”.

Research 
http://www.pdngallery.com/legends/uelsmann/
Jerry Uelsmann’s photography.  Go to the website above then click on “in the darkroom” then click the “Enter 
Darkroom” button. Type half a page describing how he creates his work, what about it is unique, and if you had to do a 
project like this what images might you think about combining and why.  Please type using 12 pt Helvetica font. Print it 
on the 8150 with your name on it and turn it in with your project plan.


